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INTERPERSONAL CONFIRMATION:

A REVIEW OF CURRENT THEORY, MEASUREMENT, AND RESEARCH

An Abstract.

The subject of interpersonal confirmation has been explOred in some detail
at the University of Denver during the past five years. Unfortunately, this
research and theory is relatively unavailable to other scholars in the disci
pline because the work remains largely unpublished. This paper 4s an attempt
to summarize this important body of literature for those who are otherwise
unacquainted with it or who are acquainted with only a portion of it.

After briefly reviewing the origin of the interpersonal use of the term
"confirmation" and offering an initial definition of the phenomenon, the paper
consists of four major parts.

1. The first section describes a number of empirical investigations
which,suggest the pervasiveness of interpersonal confirmation. Studies by
Sieburg and Larson, Larson, Dodge, Mix, Ross, and Clarke are outlined and the
section concludes that "research evidence to date indicates that confirmation/
disconfirmation may be the only dimension underlying all interpersonal human
communication."

2. The second section outlines the two theories of interporsOnal
confirmation. Sieburg's theory is presented and its unique featureS noted.
Larson's theory is then described similarly. This section then contrasts and
critiques the two theories. Three critical points of difference are discussed
and research relevant to them is reviewed.

3. The third section of this,paper reviews two types of procedures for
measuring interpersonal confirmation. Methods for measuring confirming/
disconfirming communication behaviors and for measuringan individual's
feeling of being confirmed by another are both described. Evidence regarding
the reliability and validity of the instruments is reviewed.

4. The final section of the paper reviews completed research using the
confirmation paradigm and also mentions research projects which are presently
underway. Empirical investigations by Sieburg, Sundell, Jacobs, Clarke,
Cissna, and Sutton are described. Additional research topics are suggested and
a research project presently underway dealing with 'the relationship between
agreement/disagreement and confirmation is mentiohed.

The paper concludes by suggesting that perhaps the concept of confirming
communication can bring unity to the discrepant definitions of the term
"interpersonal communication." Incoeporating definitions which focus on level
of interaction, quality, of interaction,And basis for oredictinv interpersonal
outcomes, perhaps communication which confirms 3r communicates an acceptance
of) the self of the other is truly "interpersonal" communication.



INTERPERSONAL CONFIRMATION:

A REVIEW OF CURRENT THEORY, MEASUREMENT, AND RESEARCH

0 can accept (confirm) Pls definition of self. As far as we can
see this confirmationf P's view of himself by 0 is probably the
greatest single factor ensuring mental development and stability
that has so far emerged from our study of communication..
(Watzlawick, Beavin, te Jackson, 1967, p. 84)

Long thought to be important in human relationships, recent speech

Communication research at the University of Denver is revealing that confirm.

tion/disconfirmation may be the most pervasive and important aspect of inter-

personal communication. First labeled by Sieburg (1970) oconfirmation/discon-

firmationm and by Ross (1973) oacceptance/rejection,* it now appears that What_

ever else may be'going on while people communicate, they are also and always

perceiving themselves in their communicative behavior as confirming (accepting)

or disconfirming (rejecting) tie other person and they are perceiving the other

as communicating with them in a similar fashion. Sieburg and Larson (1971)

define these cocceptst °Briefly, confirmation, as, used in an interpersonal

sense, refers to any behaviorlthat causes another person to value himself more..

Its opposite, Idisconfirmatio 0 refers to any behavior that causes another

person to value himself less" (p. 1). The purpose of this paper is to describe

recent speech communication research and theory regarding this-important

phenomenon. This paper is iraprtant and appropriate at this time because the

growing body of research and theory regarding interpersonal confirmation is

largely unpublished, mostly doctoral dissertations and convention papers, and

is generally unavailable to most scholars in the discipline. This paper will

integrate into one document this variety of literature.

While emiDirical research on confirmation is scarcely five years old, the

interpersonal use of the term apparently originated in the philoSophical



writings of the Jewish theologian Martin Buber. Buber (1957) saw confirmation

as basic, to humanness and as providing the test of the degree of humanity

present in any society. The British psychiatrist R. D. Laing (1961, 1969)

quoted extensively from Buber in his description of confirmation/disconfirmation

as a communicated quality which exists in a relationship between two persons.

Though Laing developed confirmation' at a conceptual level more thoroughly than

anyone prior to him, his focus remained psychiatric: he was concerned with the

effects of pervasive disconfirmation on his patients who had 3-seen-diagnosed as

schizophrenic. ,Evelyn $ieburg (1969; 1970; 1972; 1973; 1974; 1975; 1976; Sleburg

& Larson, 1971) provided the first systematic treatment of confirmation within

the speech communication discipline. She first synthesized confirmation-related

literature from a variety of disciplines; she created the first empirical

indicator which rendered confirming/disconfirming communication behaviors

observable; and she devised the first scale which allowed for measurement of an

individual's feeling of being confirmed by another person.

The remainder of this paper is composed of four parts. The first section

describes a series of empirical investigations which suggest the pervasiveness

of interpersonal confirmation. The second section outlines the two theories of

interpersonal confirmation, with attention to critical differences between

them. The third section describes present means of measuring interpersonal

confirmation. The final section reviews completed research projects which have

used. aspects of the confirmation paradigm.

Pervasiveness of Interpersonal Confirmation

Several recent investigations contribute to.suggesting the pervasiveness

of interpersonal confirmation. The widely quoted pagrtr by Siebur?; and Larson

(1971) is the first source of the claim that confirmation/disconfirmatiCn may

be the most pervasive dimension in human communication. Their factor analytic
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study of the types of responses characteristic of subjects' "most preferred"

and "least preferred" communication partlers revealed that the sage two factors

were present in the descriptionspf both types of partners. The responses

characteristic of the "inappropriate-unclear-impersonal" factor acrosboth

partners were: impervious, interrupting, irrelevant, tangential,*impersonal,

4

unclear, and incongruous. The responses that constituted the "appropriatel.:

clear-poSitive" factor across both partners were: direct verbal acknowledge-

ment, agreement about content, supporting, clarification of content, and

expression of positive feelings. Since these response types were consistent

with tta literature regarding interpersonal confirmation, the first factor was

labeled "disconfirming," while the second factor was labeled "confirming." One

response, "agreement about content," which was described as characteristic of

the "most preferred" partners, did not fit with the previous theoretical

literature; Buber,'Laing, and Sieburg agreed that agreement was not necessary

for confirMation to occurthat agreement itself was neither confirming nor

disconfirming. Curiously, "agreement about content" did not contribute to the

factor structure of the least preferred partner, and "disagreement about

content" did not contribute to either factor for either target person. The

place of agreement/disagreement in interpersonal confirmation is still not

finally resolved.

The second source of the claim for the pervasiveness of ,confirmation in

interpersonal relationships comes from a series of investigations initiated

and directecrby Carl Larson (Larson, 1965; Dance & Larson, 1976). Four

----doctoral dissertations (Dodge, 1971; Larson, 1965; Mix, 1972; toss, 1973)

investigated participants' perceptions of their communication with anotaer'and

their perceptions of the other' n commanication.with them in four different

interpersonal contexts (respectively, counselors-juvenile delinquents, spouses,

0



fathers-sons, and supervisors-subordinates. All these dissertations employed

the same measure (Rueseh, Block, & Bennett, 1953) which asked the participants

to describe the extent 'to which each of 50 items was characteristic of their

communication with the other and the other's communication with them. In each

investigation, the researcher employed a factor analytic strategy to identify

any basic dimensions in the participants' perceptions of their own and the

other's Communication. Of the many patterns discovered in the four contexts,

one one factor was found to recur in all the social contexts. Ross (1973)

labeled this pattern "acceptance-rejection." "The participants tended to see

their communication with others, and the other's communication with them, in

terms of the extent'to which interpersonal communication behavior exhibited

or implied an acceptance or rejection of the person as a person" (Dance & Larson,

1976, p. 75). Dance and Larson goon to develop a theory explaining this

phenomenon, which will be presented with Sieburg's theory in the next section.

For now, it is sufficient to note that the characteristics which contributed

to the acceptance-rejection dimension in all or most contexts (Ross, 1973) are

very similar to the items which contribute to participants' descriptions of

confirming and disconforming communicators (Sieburg & Larson, 1971). Some

items are identical and most are quite similar. Both Dance and Larson (1976)

and Cissna (1975) recognize the consistency between Sieburg's concept of

confirmation/disconfirmation and the acceptance/rejection dimension of Ross.

Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the dimensions are identical. In

addition, Clarke (1973) in his study\of marital relationships also concluded

that confirmation is a dimension of human communication which seems pervasive

across all social contexts. In summary, the resedrch evidence to date

indicates that confirmation/disconfirmation may be the only dimension underlying

"In one context, the counselors- juvenile delinquents, only the partici.=
pants' views of the others' communication with them were solicited. Dodge
did not ask resp9ndents to describe their own communicative bohavior.-

7



all interpersonal human communication.

Theories of Interpersonal Confirmation

There are two theoretical explanations of interpersonal confirmation.

The first belongs to Evelyn Sieburg. This theory has been refined throughout

its five year history. Until May, 1975, it was available only through a series

of unpublished convention papers. It is now an ERIC Clearinghouse document

(Sieburg, 1975) and is available on microfiche in most libraries. A more recent

presentation of the theory in an organizational communication context is also

available (Sieburg, 1976). The second theory belongs to Carl Larson. Initially

presented in lecture form, part of the theory was contained in a recent

convention paper (1975). The com?lete explanation of this theory is contained

in a recent book (Dance & Larson, 1976). While these theories are now available

for all to study, they have never been compared and the implications of each of

them have not been contrasted. This section will briefly present each theory

and then move to comparing the theories, observing points of difference as well

as similarity.
'

Sieburg's theory will be presented first. From her review of Buber,

Laing, and others writing on confirmation, she derived five criteria that

seemed characteristic of confirming,communication.

By way of sutnary, it,appears that human communication is called confirming
to the extent thatit performs the following functions:

1. It expresses recognition of the other person's e.Astence.

2. It expresses recogniVon of the other as a unique arson, not a role
or an object.

3. It acknowledges the .,significance of the othsx person.

4. It expresses acceptance of the other person's way of experiencing
the world.

5. It expresses concern for the other person and a willingness to be
involved with him; that is, it imparts value to the relationship.

(1976, p. 132)



Sieburg's theory of interpersonal confirmation then moves to the distinc-

tion between "messages" and the accompanying "meta-messages" which are present

in any communicative, act. The meta-message in human communication concerns the

nature of the relationship between the interacting individuals, and has, in

fact, been called the "relationship" aspect of a Message, as distinguished
O

from the "content" aspect (Watzlawick, Beavin, & Jackson, 1967). Sieburg

(1976, pp. 133-134) identified four "meta-messages" which can be implicit in a

person's communication which have confirming/disconfirming implications to the

other.

1. The first confirming meta-message is "You exist" and the corresponding

disconfirming meta-message is "You do not exist." The implications of these

messages to the individual's self-experience arise from the existential fear

of non-being.

2. The second confirming meta-message is "You are worthwhile," while the

disconfirming meta..message is "You do not matter," perhaps with the addendum,

"because you are uninteresting or unimportant." Because each person has deep

doubts about his or her own worth, this meta - message arouses intense fears of

being unnoticed.

3. The third confirming meta-message is "I accept your way of perceiving,"

0

while the disconfirming meta-message is "I deny your way of perceiving." Here

the implications to self arise out of the fear of guilt, shame, or condemnation.

4. The fourth confirming meta-message is "We are relating" and the discon-

firming meta-message is "We are not relating." The dnamic of this meta - message

arises out of a fear of alienation, loneliness, or abandonment.

Building on these criteria and the meta-messages implicit in any co ununi-

cative act, which have implications for confirming or disconfirming aspects of

a per'son's self, the heart of Sieburg's theory is contained in four primary

themes, which constitute propositions or predictions about the nature of

9
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different confirming/discOnfirming communicative behaviors.

1. It is more confirming to acknowledge another person's existence than
to treat him as nonexistent. (1976, p. 134)"

2. It is more confirming to accept another's feelings than to deny,
modify, interpret, or evaluate them. (1976, P. 139)

3. It is more confirming to respond conjunctively than disjunctively.
(1976, p. 142)

While her most recent, version does not explicitly identify this final

theme, it is implied in the discussion of confirming dialogue (1976, pp. 147-148)

and is explicit in earlier presentations Of the theory.

4. Personal response is more confirming than impersonal response.
(1975, p. 18)

Each of these rather self-explanatory themes is discussed in considerable

detail by Sieburg (1973, 1975, 1976). 'Ea'rlier, these themes (and the accompany-

ing behavioral clusters--see 3ieburg, 1975, and the measurement section of this

paper) were described as being hierarchical in that it is necessary to confirm

as individual at a lower level before confirmation can occur at a higher level.

In the 1976 presentation of the theory, Dr. Sieburg no longer describes the

themes as hierarchical:

I can't really be certain that we have established a hierarchy of
confirming-disconfirming categories or levels. About all that we can
say for sure is that several arouoin-s have emerged and that these
groups have differential impacts on the "receiver" in an interaction
sequence. Certainly unawareness (or'"indifference") forms a base for
the others. Without fundamentra recognition of another's existence,
no confirmation of him can exist.' Beyond that, however, t)ere is no
real justification for saying that one kind of disconfirming response
is more disconfirming than another--just different, (3ieburg, Personal
Communication, November 24, 1975)

Non-recognition of the other's existence is most disconfirming and 3ieburg

goes on to describe the confirming response theme and cluster as being

hierarchically distinct from the disconfireina clusters. 4.1...st where the

impervious and disqualification behavioral response clusters (associated with

themes two and three above, respectivelythe order in which these two themes

L kJ



are presented has been switched from Sieburg's (1975) previoui publication) fit

in relation to one another is not certain..

This concludes the presentation of Sieburg's theory of interpersonal

on. This theory centers On the in elicit meta-messa,Tes that accompany

any communication and which have implications regarding the nature or an inter-

personal relationship; These theta- messages ultimately define four types of

interpersonal confirmationldisconfirmation, as indicated by the fouf themes

, which constitute testable predictions about internersonal confirmation.

The second theory which will be briefly reviewed belon:s to Carl Larson.

This theory (Dance & Larson, 1976) was not intended ao a theory of "interpersonal

confirmation. It constitutes a theoretical explanatibn of what Dance an Larson

call the "linking funCtion" in human communication at the interpersonal level.

Because, however, of the way in which they chose to describe huxan interpersonal

linking, this theory can be seen as an explanation of the. same events as ISieburgls:

its fundaMental concern is the way in which individuals perceive themselves and

others communicating different levels of acceptance and rejection in their

interpersonal relationships.

Dance and Larson argue that one of the natural and inevitable results of

human communication is that individuals "link° themselves with other individuals
ex.

and with their human environment. This "linking function" occurs through

establishing a relationship between one's self and others, *Aiile the linking.

function initially serves to bring the infant into the human symbolic world:.

once the individual is constituted as 'self,' the central operation
of the linking function is in an individual's social environment.
That is, human communication links 2cople with other ,eople. It is
the process through which social bonds are established and maintained,
human relationships are defined, and almost all forms of social ,

behavior are manifested. (Dance 3c Larson, 1976, p. 73)

At this point in the development of this theory, tho re.;earch of Larscn,
1

Dodge, Mix, and Ross Jespribed earlier ill this :aper is !etched. Ther0.wo



basic' premises or assumptions are presented: (a) "Most communicative acts

involve some degree of disclosure." (b) "Acts of disclosure involve risk."

ghat is risked in any human communicative event is the image the individual

holds of him or her self. The individual risks having that self-image be

rejeCted by another with whom, the individual is in contact. From this,

Larson derives his fundamental preposition that: "an individual's communica-

tive linkages with others take two basic forms, acceptance and rejection"

(p. 77).

According to Larson, not all human commmilicative acts involve accepting

or rejecting the self-image of an individual. Fence, this theory next deScribes

the behavior of the receiver of a communicative act and focus on those

responses which would cause an "orientational shift" away from the content of

a message toward an evaluation of either one's own or the other's self. Dance

and Larson (1976) argue that:

cl

certain classes of responses will focus your attention upon the other
or yourself, or both. Then you either re-value the other as a
social entity or you will re-assess characteristics df self. The
responses with which we are0 presently concerned, then, are those
responses that orient you toward the nature of the relationship
between you and another rather than the content about which you
are communicating. (p. 79)

Next, four classes of responses are described which can cause the

orientational shift toward the relationship And toward an evaluation of an

individual's self. These categories are: (a) explicit rejection, (b) implicit

rejection, (c) explicit aceptance, and (d) implicit acceptance. Athin each

response type, a number of specific ways of responding are discribed. Explicit

rejection can be communicated through negative evaluation of parson, negative

evaluation of communication content, overt dismissal of ?erSon, overt

dismissal of communication content, Implicit re ection can be communicated

through interruptions, imp2rviousness, irrelevant responses, or tangential
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responses. 1421isLL acceptance can be communicated through positive evaluation

of person or positive evaluation of communicative content. Implicit acceta'
4^ a.

0
A

can be communicated through clarifying response, expression of positive

feelings, or direct response.

If the self -image of an individual is accepted and reinforced, then

everything continues atbefOre. It is when the self-image of an individual

is rejected, Larson says, that the most interesting consequences occur. As a

result of responses which reject an individual's self-image, one of three paths

can be chosen by the individual. The first impaCt, which May occur is a

reevaluation of the other. If the other's responses to a person are inconsis-
/

tent with the person's self-image, one likely alternative is to reevaluate the

individual uao is :perceived as dcing,the rejecting. This is frequently less

stressfu.. than questioning the validity of one's own self-image. A second

possible impact is to amplify the aspect of self- that is being rejected. If an

individual perceives another as rejecting an aspect of the first individual's

self-image, the individual may attempt to portray that aspect of self even

stronger--to amplify it--in order to finally, somehow have it be accepted and

appreciated by the other. The third possible impact is that an individual may

attempt to salvage those aspects of self that can be salvaged. When some

aspects, of self, having been rejected by others, are then abandoned, other

aspects of self are frequently gained, aspects that were not previously, part

of the individual's self-image.

Which of these impacts is most likely to occur depends on three factors:

(a) the cdrtainty of the self-image, (b) the importance of the other, and

(0 the consistency of the others', responies. '../hen' the rejected aspect of

one's self is held with great certainty, the individual is liKely to reevaluate

the other. When the other who is perceived as doing the rejecting is very
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important to the. individual, the individual is likely to amplify or increase

the efforts to project that aspect of self. When the responses of others are

fairly consistent in rejecting an aspect of an individual's self, it is likely '

that the individual will, salvage those aspects of self that have- been accepted
C

or confirmed :by the others.

This completes the presentation of Larson's theory Of interpersonal

confirmation. This theory was intended as an extension to the interpersonal

level of Dance and Larson's theoretical explanation of the operation of the

linking function in human communication. Beginning with a recognition of the

pervasiveness of interpersonal confirmation, this theory isolates those

communicative behaviors which are thought to cause an orientational shift away

from the topic of discussion and toward the natve of the interpersonal

relationship and toward an evaluation of the self-images of one or both of the

parties engaged-in interaction. This theory then focuses on those instances

in which rejection 'of the individual's self-image occurs. Specific predictions

are made regarding which of three impacts rejection is likely to have depending

on three related variables.

While these two theories are quite similar in many respects, they are alSo

different in a number of important ways and may generate different predictions

in certain instances with regard to"-some interpersonal communication events.

Both theories are concerned with the same basic phenomenon: the ways in which

individuals communicate confirmation (acceptance) or disconfirmation (rejection)

in their interpersonal relationships. They are both&concerned with the

relationship aspect of communication. Both are concerned with the ways in

which these communicative acts influence an individual's self-image or self-value.

There are a also,a number of ways in which these two theories differ.

These differences are perhaps more instructive to the human communication

researcher and theorist than are the similarities. Three differences will be

14
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discussed. The first point of difference involves which communicative acts are

involved in interpersonal confirmation. Sieburg seems to imply that all

communicative acts have confirming Ordiseconfirming consequences, while Larson

is quite clear that he is concerned with only some communicative acts. With

regardto Sieburg's theory, the conclusion that all communicative acts involve

differing degrees of ,confirmation is not stated explicitly but is implied by

the nature of the theoretical structure am' the accompanying behavioral

clusters.- The logical structure of the themes is such that all communicative

acts must fall into one of them. Either you ignore the other or you don't;

either you accept the other's perceptions or you don't; either you respond

directly to the other's content or you don't; either you communicate personally

or you don't. Therefore, it wbuld seem that all communicative acts fail within

her scheme., This conclusion is further reinforced ,by the procedures for scoring

interaction (Sieburg, 1972), which state that each utterance is to be scored

(these scoring, procedures are deieribed in the next section of this paper on

measurement). Larson, on the other hand, bays clearly that he is concerned

with only those communicative acts that cause an orientational shift. he

doesn't indicate how frequently such shifts occur, the examples he offers of'

the responses would seem to imply that these communications, while not occuring

constantly, do occur fairly frequently and with some regularity. Within his

theory it is always the receiver who ultimately determines the confirming or

disconfirming nature of any response. The same comment might cause an orien-.

tational shift in one person but not in the other. Larson does not give us any

information about whattdetermines the different ways individuals might interpret

communicative behaviors that might have confirming or discpnfirming consequences.

He does mention that in some instances a number of responsesof a cert ;in type

might be required before the orientational shift and subsequent reevaluation of
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self would occur. It seems reasonable to speculate that self-concept and the

certainty with which that self- concept is held may be influential in deter-

mining in each particular case whether an orientational shift was likely to

occur.

Cissna <1975) may provide some support to Sieburg's assumption. He scored

audio tape recordings of discudsions of married couples. The tapes were scored

for the degree of,empathy, respect, genuineness, and self4isclosure which were
.0

present in each individual's speech communication. The scoring procedure (see

Carkhuff, 1969a, 1969b) recognizes that these basic concepts are present in

varying degrees (level one through level five) in every communicative act.

Cissna found moderate to strong correlations between one person's facilitative

communication and the other's feeling of being confirmed. One implication of

_this research may be that since all speech communication behaviors were being

scored and since these. scored behaviors were related to the other's feeling of

being confirmed, all speech communicative acts are reflected in the extent to

which the other feels confirmed. This study is described in greater detail

later in this paper.

While there seems to be a great deal of similiarity in the kinds of

responses which Sieburg and Larsonsee'as confirming/disconfirming, there is

at least one type of response that is present in Sieburg's theory which is not

present in Larson's. Sieburg includes as her final theme: "personal response

' is more confirming than impersonal response." This theme seems to imply that

self.pdisclosure is experienced as confirming to another, and that a correspon-

ding lack of appropriate self-disqlosure is experienced as disconfirming.

This type of personal, disclosing response does not seem to play a part in

Larson's theoretical structure.

The study by Cissna (1975) Might again shed some light on this matter.
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His examination of interpersonal communication in marriage found that male

self-disclosure was related significantly (r = .31; 2 < .05) to female feelings

of being confirmed, but that fenale self-disclosing conlun:cation was not

related to male feelings of being confirmed,(r= .16). This study might

suggest that at least in these marriages, the same comnunicative behaviors may

not make up the confirming pattern for bcth males and females. Hence, peribnal

response may be confirming to females but not to males. This Aizht that ,

Sieburg is right for that part of the ,Noulation that is fe;Gale or that Larson

is right that the behavior of the receiver must be examined in order to dis-

cover how he or she orients to the other's eomunicative behaviors.
.

Perha'ps

males and females orient differently.

A second difference between the theories concerns the_ way in which, confir-

mation/disconfirmation is conceptuali?,ed. ?or Sieburg, there seem to Le degrees

of confirming and disconfirming behaviors--confirnation can be treater or lesser.

While this may be merely a matter of the relative emphalts given this point in

the two theories, Larson seems to imi.ay that confirmatio.:/disconfirnation !.s an

"either /or" phenomenon. If the orientational shift does occur, then an indivi-

dual either feels confirmed of the individual feels disconfirmed. His theory

does not seem to contain any provisions f:..r feeling slitly confirmed or slight-

lydisconfirned. It does not seem to allow these units Lo 'oe :resent in various

degrees. In Robert Dubin's (1969) meta-theoretical terms, Larson seems to see

confirmation/di.sconfirmation as an attribute unit, while Sieburg sees it more as

a variable one. This is further c1P.denced when one looks At the behaviors thought

by each theorist to result in confirmatioldisconfirnation. Sieburg,recepil:.es

that certain' behaviors are very disconfirming (Cluster I), other behaviors

are less disconfirming (Clusters II and III), and some 'mhaviors are quite con-

firming (Cluster IV). She has-begun to construct a ti.erarchy of cenfirming/dis-

7,
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confirming behayiors. Larson distinguishes between implicit and explicit beha-

viors which cause-feelings of acceptance or rejection, but he does not indicate

that explicit acceptance (or rejection) is more confirming than implidit accep,-

tance (or rejection) or vice versa. For him, the behaviors seem equal in their

confirming/disconfirming potential. Buber (1957) saw confirmation as occuring

"to some extent orother" (p. 101) and Laing described in some detail what he

called the "different levels of confirmation" (1969, p. 99) '4hether Buber and

Laing are right is, of course, another-matter. It may be that confirmation is

a more basic and far less subtle operation than some suspect. It may be that

human perceptions of confirmation operate something like "either you1're accepting

me or you're rejecting me,"

Jacobs (1973) provides a partial answer to this question. She attempted to

test Sieburg's system. ;While-Jacobs' results were not totally consistent with

the 1973.Sieburg Confirmation theory, she did 4iscover'that subjects responded

differentially to various confirming and disconfirming behaviors. The subjects

responded to the experimental conditions,in Nays that seemed to recognize more

levels than merely confirming or disconfirming states. aesonses to the various

confirming/disdonfirid.ng conditions offered to the subjects'zeemed to fall ir}to

the four levels which Sieburg now recognizes, and which h.tve been described in

this paper, .Ihile the research findings are rarely clear: cut as theories,

Jacobs' results seem to imply that groupings of confirming and disconfirming

behaviors do exist, which may be classifiable into levels. Ileburg seems to
.

have softened somewhat on this point and moved slightly, but not completely,

toward Larson's position.' Her previous presentations seemed more It odds

with Larson than her most recent chapter'.

A third and final difference between the two theories involves the level
ti

of predictive specificity'they each achieve. Sieburi: presents a testable



structure of confirming and disconfirming behaviors, but other than simply

test the theory, one wonders what to do With it. .Sheldoes not deliniate any

differential responses to these various conditions. Do the various behavioral

clusters have different intra- or inter- personal consequences? We all jnay have

our own suspicions about potential consequences of confii.ming/disconfirming

communication, and interested researchers will hopefully continue to investigate

them, but the theory itself does not indicate them. Siebutr, after reading the

earlier "convention" version Jf this paper, responded (Personal Somunication,

November 24, 1975):

'ere /need more research as to the interpersonal consequences of the
various groupings. [For examplej the family co: aunication litera-
ture is full of scholarly speculation that, certain kinds of family
interaction styles are associated with (cause?) s,:ecific pathologies
in the family system, or in individual family aembers.

It would be, possible and?desirable to relate

communication clusters to various inira- and

the various confirming/disconfirming

inter-personal consequences in

families as well as in othet social systems. Larson,0on tie other hand, provides

three testable propositions concerning the responses of individuals to various

disconfirming events (he does not concern himself with the consequences of

confirming communication). Larson formulates the following propositions:

1. An individual encountering rejection will reevaluate the other if
the rejected individual is certain of his own disparaged self-image."

2. "An individual encountering rejection will amplify that aspect of
self-image which was rejected if the rejecting other is especially__
important to the individual."

3. "An individual encountering rejection will modify or revise that
asppct of self-image which was rejected if the rejection is
consistent with responses'provided by others and if the total
set of responses encountered by the individual forms a highly
consistent pattern." (Dance kIarson, 1976, p. 165)

These kind of predictions with regard to the consequences of interpersonal

disconfirlstion are most important. Future research is likely to test their

efficacy ,and ultimately lead to their revision and refinement. Similar
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propositions regarding the consequences of confirming communication would be

equally valuable.

Two theories of int?rpersonal confirmation, one of Sieburg and the other

of Larson, have been presented, compared, contrasted, and briefly critiqued.

Three major differences have been discussed: (a) While Sieburg sees all

communicative acts as involving confirmation/disconfirmation, Larson sees

only certain types of responses as involved in confirming or disconfirming

another person. In addition, the particular response of self-disclosure is

involved in Sieburg's theory but not in Larson's. Empirical research by Cissna

has been briefly described as it might illuminate these points of difference.

(b) Sieburg's theory conceptualizes confirmation as occuring at various levels

(from most confirming to most disconfirming), while Larson seems to regard

confirmation/disconfirmation as a process that is either. confirming Or discon-

firming with no middle ground. -aacobsl'study is briefly reviewed with regard

to its implications on this issue. Cc) Larson provides three testable

propositions regarding the consequences of interpersonal discenfirmation, but

Sieburg derives no predictions about the intra. or inter-personal consequences

of confirming /disconfirming interaction. These predictions are described as

useful in advancing the state of our knowledge regarding interpersonal

confirmation.

- Measurement of Intermrsonal Confirmation

There are two different approaches to measuring interpersonil conCIrmation.

One approach involves determining the extent to which one individual:exhibits

eonfirming/disconfirming behaviors toward another individual. The second

approach involves measuring the extent to which one individual feels confirmed

by another individual. Each of these approaches has been employed in empirical

research and will be described in this section.
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The first approach, measuring the extent to which individuals actually

communicate in confirming/disconfirming ways from observations of their behavi

was first employed by Sieburg (1969). Her first system, called the "Inter-

personal responsiveness Category System," contained eiAlt categories: two

"functional" categories (functional content response and functional metacomomn-

icative responses, five "dysfunctional" categories (impervious, tangential,

projective, inadequate, and ambiguous responses), and an "unclassifiable"

category (due to unclear recordings or insufficient fragment of the conversa-

tion).. Detailed descriptions of these response types are available in Sieburg

(1969). Allowing expert judges an opportunity to read the category description's

in advance, she was able to achieve quite a high reliability in two four-hour

training sessions. An analysis of variance procedure using Snedecor intraclass

correlations yielded r = .97. Spearman rank order correlationS for the throe

pairs of judges varied between r.= .83 and r = .91. An item*.by-item comparison

yielding percentage of agreement yielded a mean percentage for the three pairs

of judges of 72%. Sieburg also discovered the validity of this 'category'

system. The system was capable of distingui-. ing known "effective" small

groups from known "ineffective" small groups. This aspect of Sieburg's study

is described in greater detail in the next section of this paper. Sieburg,then

used the system by recording frequencies of response types and by computing

and comparing percentages.

Sundell (1972) also made observations about confirming and disconfirming

communication behaviors. He employed a category system based on Sieburg and

Larson's (1971) response categories using those responses that were described

as typical of the confirming and disconfirminr; pa'tners. k;ain, frequencies

were ,tabulated and percentages of interaction falling into each response type,

were computed and compared.
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The next major advance in scoring confirming/discoefirming communication

came from Sieburg (1972). She reconceptealized confirmation as occuring at

three levels: (a) acknowledgement vs. imperviousness, (b) conjunctive vs.

disjunctive, and (c) affiliative vs. dieaffiliative. The conjunctive response

Was possible with regard to either the content or the emotion of an utterance.

Each utterance was scored on each of the three levels. A "zero" was scored at

any level in which the utterance disconfirmed the other person and a "+1" was

scored at any level in which the utterance being scored confirmed the other.

It was not possible to score an utterance at all at a ;articular level unless

the utterance received a "+1" at the previous lower leN;e1. One could score an

utterance at the third level, however, if the utterance received a plus for

either the.content or emotion aspect of level two. Since it is possible to

respond in a way that confirmed both the content and emotion aspects of the

other's utterance at level two and hence to receive two plusses at thia leva,

the maximum score for any utterance was "+4 ". This system is described in

greater detail in Appendix A. This author's experience with this system

'indicates that it is quite useable. Hoeever, so far as I am aware, it has not

been employed in empirical research to measure confirming/disconfirming

communi-ation.'

It now appears unlikely that this system will ever be employed in research

because Jacobs (1973) diScovered that the underlying. distinctions between the

levels, on which Sieburg's scoring system was based, were not-entirely valid.

Since then, Sieburg (1975) has revised the behavioral clusters and formed them

into four groupings consistent with Jacobs' findings. Cluster I is called

"Indifference" which denies the existence of the other by also denying one's

own involvement with the ether. This cluster includes such behaviors as turning

away from the other, avoiding eye contact, not engaging in interaction with the

2 2
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other, not replying when a reply seems expected and appropriate, and (if

speaking at all) talking in prolonged monologues, frequently interrupting, or

speaking in very, impersonal ways. Cluster II is called "Disqualification" in

which the individual communicates with the other in such/a way as to inhibit

their continued interaction. This cluster consists of responding in ways

totally irrelevant to the other's topic or seeming to miss the main point of

the other's speech, using unclear and repetitive language, and making contra-

dictory statements. Cluster III is called "Imperviousness" in which the

individual denies the other's self-experience. This cluster involves behaviors

such as speaking for another, telling another how he or she should or ought to

feel,\denying or evaluating the other's expression, advising the other, or

being Lritical of the other while stressing one's own tenevolence. Cluster IV.

is called *Dialogue" in which the individual is engaged in an involving and

personal but non-evaluative relationship with the other. This cluster includes

speaking when a reply seems expected and appropriate, reacting to the other

with congrusnt nonverbal: behaviors, reSponding relevantly to the other's

communication, eliciting more information about tae topic or otherwise express-

ing interest and encouraging the other to talk, speaking in clear and easily

understood sentences, and looking at the other, making frequent but not constant

eye contact, and giving fUll and complete attention to the other. Eleburg's

more recent -xiblittion (1976) also switches-the order in Which the impervious

and dislualification clusters are presente. The content of each behavioral

cluster, however, does not seem changed from the 1975 version, which was pre-

sented here. (Complete descriptions of these clusters arc available.in another

ERIC document, 5ieburg, 1975, pp. 31-34.)

While it should not be too difficult it.o create a method Cor scoring inter-

action from the new behavioral clusters, no one has, as yet, done so. These

rG J
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clUsters could be presumed to have rather high validity as the. )resent clusters

are the product of Sieburg's'(1969) original study, Sieburg and Larson's (1971)

factor analytic results, and Jacobs' (1973) validation of the earlier version

of the categories. The reliability of the systeM would reluire verification.

Procedures similar to those employed in the 1972 category system might be used

for scoring.

The second approach to measuring interpersonal confirmation involves

determining the extent to which an individual feels confirMed by another indiv-

idual. To measure this feeling of being confirmed, Sieburg (1973) created the

Perceived Confirmation Scale (PCS) (sometimes called the Perceived Confirmation

Inventory). The. PCS is"a six-item summated scale of the Likert type- -items too,

''four, and five are reversed for scoring yielding a maximum perceived confirmation

score of 42. ,A copy of the PCS is included in this paper as Appendix B.

Clarke (1973) was the first to determine test-retest reliability for the

PCS. Administratiods thfeeweeks apart with twenty subjects yielded a correla-

tion coefficient of r = .70. More recently, in Spring; 1976, this author com,.

pleted another test-retest reliability study of the PCS. Sixty-tWo students

from two sections of a "Dynamics of Hunan Communication" class were used in this

project..-half of the students were adults (primarily nurses) onrolled in an

evening section and half of which were regular (predominantly Communication

major) undergraduate university students. The students completed the PCS on two

target persons: "one of your parents" and "a particular same-sex friend." ::one

of the students had any information about either the concept of canfirration- or

the PCS instrument until after the second administration. Administrations four

weeks apart yielded Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients of r = .79

(parent) ani r = .55 (same-sex friend). Correlations comAlted for Each class of

students separately were roughly the same. Correlation coefficients for tie

24
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parent target were r = .74 (adult evening, students) and r = .92 (day students),

while the correlation coefficients for same -sex friends were r = .50 (adult

evening students) and r = -.59 (day students). The'lower value for the friends

may be accounted for` in two ways: ,.(a) some students remarked that they were

uncertain which friend they had-used as a target in the first edministration,

which tray have resulted in a few students not using the same target ..:erson in

each administration, which wodld be ext)ected to lower the correlation coeffi-

cient, and (b) one might reasonably expect students' 2,irceptions of a same-sex

friends' behavior and-attitudes toward them to have changed more during the

four weeks between administrations than their perceptions of their parents'

behavior and attitudeS, as the latter have been frxmed over longer and .ore

continuous association and the former included many recent friends with whom

their relationships were developing and changing (positively and negatively)

such more quickly. The latter explanation 'seems more likely and implies that

students' feelings of being confirmed by a same-sex-friend may be less'stable

than their feelings of being confirmed by a Ardnt. Therefore, the lower

correlation coefficient is more likely to reflect actual changes in the pheno.

tenon under study over the four weeks rather than an instability and lack of

reliability in the instrument.

Jacobs (1973) assessed construct validity for the PCS in two ways. Fi-ist,

item/total correlation coefficients were computed. for each of the six items

over three target persons. Correlation coefficients were noderate to high for

each item over the three target oTrsone with the exce:-..tion of one Item on only

one of the three targets. Second, comparisons were made between the total

scores of each subject for each of the three target persons. Correlation

coefficients ranged from r = .08 to r = + .15, suggesting that raters were

able to respond differentially to the targets being rated. The PCS has been

2)
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employed by Clarke (1973), Jacobs (1973), Cissna (1975), and Sutton (1976)

yielding interesting results. These studies, and others, are reviewed in the

next section cif this paper.

Two approaches to measuring interpersonal confirmation have been described.

One procedure allows researchers to determine the extent to which an indiVidual

actually,communicates in confirming/disconfirming ways. The second procedure

provides a method to determine the extent to which an individual feels confirmed

by another. Further work is presently needed in order to translate the most

recently validated behavioral clusters into a viable scoring procedure

observing confirming/disconfirming communicative behaviors. Additional work

, and improvement of the RZS'might also be appropriate.

IP
trained raters, she was able to establish quite aLhigh degree of inter-rater

Research in Interpersonal Confirmation

. The body of completed empirical research using some aspect of the inter

'personal confirmation paradigm is growing. The results are b'oth interesting

and instructive. They demonstrate the importance of the concept and suggest

directions for further study.

The initial confirmation research project wspondlacted by Evelyn 3ieburg

(1969). She.attempted

which she had cre4ted.

response categories and

to validate the interpersonal response category system

The system at that time contained two "functional"

five "dysftactional" response categorie.s. Using three

,reliability (described in the previous section of this paper ON measurement).

The Validity of the system, however, was the more interesting research question.

She.em:etved a "known grOups" technique and' attempted to differentiate between

known "effective" and known "ineffective" small groups. The effectiveness of

the group was determined by ;asking .zroup leaders to i4entify.2art1cullr groups

in their own experience that were "most effective" and those that were "least

2
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effective* according to criteria Sieburg sumarized from human relations vgani-,

zational theory. The criteria were independent of communicative effectiveness.

The small groups studied included training, encounter:and therapy groups. She

found that, overall, the knovn effective groups used significantly fewer dys-

functional responses than did the known ineffective groups (IX .0,01). Nore

specifically, the effeCtive group used more "content functional" response6 and

,fewer "impervious,* "tangential*" and "ambiguous" responses. "Metacommunicational"

responses (:unctional), as well as "projective" and "inadequate" responses (dys-

functional) were not related to the effectiveness of the groups. She found so

few responses in the categories ambiguous, projective, and inadequate that she

speculated that these may be indicative of psychopathology. On the whole, Sie-

burg concluded that this system even in its initial re.atively unrefined state,

was oapble of distinguishing known ,effective groups from kneweineffective

groups. Z:ore effective small groups have as one characteristic that their rem:

bers communicate more effectively with one another than do the members of known,

ineffective groups.

The second research project was conducted by Sundell (1972) and employed

the interpersonal confirmation response categories discovered by Sieburg and

Larson (1971). As described earlier, Sieburg and Larson factor analyzed sub-

jects' descriptions of most and least preferred communication partners,and dis-

cOvered that two factors were capable of describing their responses: they

labelled these factors "confirming" and "disconfirming.", 3undell used these

response types and the descriptions accompanying them to score the interaction

of teachers and students in classroom. He found that most teachers (19%)

used primarily confirming communication patterns. This cluster of teachers

employed the five confirming categories approximately 90.1, of the time and the

five disconfirming categories only 10% of the time (two categories, interrupting

27
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response and irrelevant response, were omitted by Suniell). These teachers

trade extensive use of the category "agreement about content," The other 11%

of the teachers used confirming and disconfirming res:enses About equally:

approximately one-half of their communication responses to previous student

communication behaviois were disconfirmine to the students! These teachers

were characterized by the relative absence of the "agreement about content"

category. Classee of students also seemed to fall into two clusters with

regard to their communicative behavior. Most (81f) were predominantly eonfirm-
*IL

ing, with the "clarification of content" reseonse distinguis)ine these classes

from'the less confirming classes (12", vs. .28%). All students employed

"direct acknowledgement" most frequently in response to all teacher communi-

cative,adts, Perhaps most importantly, Sandell also found that confirming

teachers tended to have confirming students, and that disconfirming teachers

also tended to have students who weoe more diSconfirming in their communicative

behavior. Xpearently, interpersonal confirmation can be contagious.

JaCobs (1973) attempted to test exeerimentally Sieburg's (1972) hierarchy

of interpersonal response categories. The hypothesized order of confirming

responses was: (a) affiliation, (b) disaffiliation, (c) furthering, (d) non-

furthering, (e) inhibiting, and (f) imperviouS. Jacobs found that subjectS'

responded differentially to the different treatments. The order of the

response categories, however, was not quite as theen4ically predicted. , Jacobs

discovered four levels (noW reflected in Siebures current theory): (a) sus-

taining (a combination of *lat was previously affiliation, furthering, and

inhibiting), (b) non- furthering, (c) disaffiliation, and (d) imeervi:usness.

Jacobs also found that subjects who received the more disconfirming conditions

reported significantly higher dissatisfactioniwith the interview experience

itself, significantly higher dissatisfaction with the disconfirmine interviewer,



and perhaps most importantly, significantly higher dissatisfaction with their

own performance-in the interview. This finding is quite important and Is

consistent with the definition of confirming and diSconfirming communication

quoted earlier from Sieburg and Larson (1971): "Confirnation . . . refers to

any behavior that causes another person to v4lue himself more. . Discon-

firmation refers to any behavior that causes another persontto value himself

less" (p. 1). In this study, the subjects exposed to the disconfirming condi=

tion did come to value themselves less, at least temporarily.

Clarke (1973) attempted to discover which of three interpersonal

variables would be the best predictor of marital satisfaction-attraction in

each of three stages in marital relationships. He hypothesized that different

/variables would be the bet predictors in different stages of the relationship.

Besides perceived confirmation !measured by the PCS), he examined the extent

of mutual self-disclosure and the degree of predictive accuracy exhibited by

the couples. He found 'that perceived confirmation atcounted for more variance

in satisfaction - attraction in these marriages in all three stages than either

of the other variables. Interpersonal confirmation accounted for 53%, 43!,,

and 50% of the marital satisfaction-attraction in each of the three stages,

while self-disclosure and accuracy contributed non-significant additional

predictive ability in each instance.

Cissna (1975) attempted to test a theory he developed of interdespnal

bommunication. This study of interpersonal communication among married students

relates four major classes of variables: (a) the communication of empathy,

respect, genuineness, arid self-disclosure; (b) personal growth or self-
,

actualization; (c) perceived confirmation; and (d) rel.tionshi:-i intimacy.

The findings related to confirmatiOn were the following:

1. There is a moderate relationship (r = .38) between the facilitative

2 9
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communication (a combination of the communication of empathy, respect, and

genuineness, based on high intercorrelations) of one person in the relationship

and the extent to which the other person felt confirmed. There is no signifi-

cant relationship between the self-disclosing communication of one person and

the other person's feeling of being confirmed.

2. When male andofemale scores were examined separately, however, the

relationship between communication and confiratiOnbecame more complex.

There was a strong correlation between thv facilitative communication of males

and the extent to which females reported feeling confirmed (r = .56) and a

moderate correlation-between malerself-disclosing communIcation and female

feelings of confirmation (r = .31). There was no significant relationship,

however,'hetween female communi:ation of facilitative and self-disclosing

communication and the extent to which men felt confirmed.

3. The degree of intimacy in a relationship is best predidted from a

knowledge of the coCiplesi pn*ceived confirmation score. This accounted fot

471, of the variance in intimacy. The only other variable which contributed

significantly to the regression analysis was -Jersonal growth, with female

.ersonal growth contributing more than male. Interestingly, though, these

later scores were in the direction opposite that which was hypothesized:

couples exhibiting more self-actualization were likely to have slightly less

intimate relationship than couples lower in self-actiaalization. All in all,

when the scores were separated for sex, 555 of the total variance in relation..

ship intimacy could be accounted for through a knowledgedf only female

p,,rceived confirmation scores and female" personal growth scores.

This study left unanswered at least two important and puzzling questions:

(a), since the four speech communication variables studied were net useful in

predicting male fe2lings of being confirmed, what conmOn..cation variables of
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females might be related to male feelings of confirmation? (b) Since this

study discovered an equivocal and weak relationship between self-disclosure

and confirmatioii where a strong relationship was thought to exist, what is

the place of self-disclosure in interpersonal confirmation?

The place of,.agreement/disagreement in interpersonal confirmation has been

unclear. Sieburg and Larson (1971) found it to be part of the confirmation

factor structure of their predOminantly male population, but subsequently

Sieburg (1973, p. 21) disc.Junted that finding as contrary, to the nature of

confirmation as discussed by Buber and Laing. Sun ell found that "agreement

about content" was the most frequent response of confirming teachers and was

the response which best distinguished the confirming teachers from the discon-
k

firming one Cissna (1975) suggested that"perhaps other communicative beha-

viors of females (e.g., agreement/disagreement)
would be associated with male,

feelirEs of being confirmed"_(.pp. 105-106).

The place of self-disclosure in interpersonal confirmation hls also been

unclear. Sieburg seemed to olace communication ("personal

response") within those behaviors that dr? experienced as confirming, but

Larson did not include self-disclosure as a confirminz behavior. Cisna's

findings in this area were equivocal.

The most recent empirical investigation in the area of interpersonal

confirmation (Sutton, 1976) sought to shed more light on the place of agreement

and self-disclosure in interpersonal confirmation. She trained interviewers to

communicate one of two protocols to undergraduate students randomly selected

from introductory speech communication classes. The ostensible purpose of the

interview was to gather information concerning the students' opinions of the

services provided by the Student Health Service. In one condition, the inter-

viewers agreed with the statements of the student. In the second condition,
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intervieweraLdisolosed personal information about themselves relevant to the

statements of ,the students..

Briefly, the findings of this experimental study were as follows:
0

1. Agreement and selfdisclosure by the interviewers were experienced

as equally confirming by the students:

2. Male and female students reported different levels of feeling con.

firmed,by the interviewers. Females re?orted feeling significantly (2 = .007)

more confirmed during the .nterviews than males did.

3. Agreement by the interviewers was not more confirming to males than

'to females, and.seif.disclosure by the interviewers was not more confirming to

females than it was to males.

Findings one and three represent a lack of support for the research

hypothesis. The expected differences, implied in the statements above, were

not found. The second hypothesis, however, was confirmed--unlike previous

research (Cissna, 1975), males and females did not feel confirmed at the same

levels. What the finding mean about the nature of interpersonal confirmation

is not immediately clear. The ambiguity surrounding the place of both agree-

ment/disagreement and self-disclosure does not seem to be entirely resolved.

The findings do seem to suggest, however, that some reworking of the theoretical

structure may be necessary. Efforts are presently underway by this author to

test, in a descriptive fashion in ongoing relationships, the hypothesis that

males experience agreement as more confirming than females do.

Summary

This paper haS reviewed current theory and research regarding interpersonal

confirmation. -Several conclusions micjit be drawn: (a) Inter:ersonal confir-

ration may be the most nervasive dimension in human communication. (b) The

32
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two theories of interpersonal confirmation are largely in agreement about the

nature of the phenomenon but differ with regard-to several important points.

These differences demand further investigation. (c) Measurement instruments

are available for interpersonal confirmation, but additional work on them is

necessary. (d) The research which has been completed is interesting, informa-

tive, and important; but it also leaves unanswered as many if not more questions

than it answers. More research is needed and deserved if we are to come to a

thorough underStanding of this most important phenomenon.

Conclusion and Extension

'There is presently much controversy regarding the best or most useful

conceptualization' of the field known as "interpersonal communication."

Generally the definitions seem to divide, into two categories. There are those

who see interpersonal communication firstly as a level; of human communication

(perhaps best typified by Dance & Larson, 1972, 1976). On the other side

are those who see interpersonal communication as primarily a quality of some

human communicative acts regardless of level or setting (perhaps best typified

by Stewart, 1973; Stewart & DIAngello, 1976). An:alternate view has recently

been suggested by Miller and Steinberg (1975) who argue that interpersonal

communication can profitably be conceptualized as those human communication

acts in. which individuals' predictions about the other are based on psychologi-

cal information about the other's uniqueness as a person rather than on socio-

logical or cultural information about characteristics which the person shares

with others particular social groups or cultures. Since in order to confirm

another person at the deepest levels one must know that other at those:deep

levels, we Nay be able to say that the ability to genuinely confirm another

is dependent on the depth or psychological information one haq about the other.

If so, it may be possible that interpersonal communication is that communication

3 0
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in which individuals confirm one another. This conceptualization may unite the

different definitions within a single framework. A person can only communicate

with another person on the basis of the other's uniqueness in one-to-one situa-

\

tions, because as the communicative act approaches the 'person-to-persons level

the source must begin encoding on the basis of what the audience has in common

xather-than on the basis of each person's uniquenesses. Thus the conceptuali-

zation,of interpersonal communication as confirming communication seems to

incorporate the "level" definition. It should be readily apparent that confirm.

trig communication is communication of a very different 9'.1ality" than discon-

firming'communication: the confirming communicator is riot treating his or her

partner as an object or role, but rather is involved in a most intimate and per-

sonai act. The disconfirming communicator might be seen as communicating with

the other in a way that fails to recognize the uniqueness of that other and

hence this communicator is making the other into an object and is not engaging

in interpersonal communication by any of the definitions.

To confirm another person is to recognize, acknowledge, and endorse the

uniqueness that is the other. To be with another person in a way that communi-

eates to the other the uniqueness that other person is, is to engage in the

most intimate of human acts: interpersonal speech communication. For different

reasons the conceptualization of interpersonal communication as confirming

communication would seem to synthesize both the "level" and the 'quality"

definitions and have the potential to move the definitional discussion to a

further conceptual plane.

Regardless of definitions, however, the process of interpersonal

confirmation is truly of vast importance in human experience and deserves

careful attention from theorists and researchers of human communication.
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Description of Categories

LEVEL SHORT TITLE "ESCRIPTION

I ACKNOWLEDGEMENT looks at other while speaking; makes eye
contact with him; gives attention without

engaging in conversation with another
person or performing other tasks. Speaks
directly to other.

IMPERVIOUSNESS Looks away from other; avoids eye contact;
ignores, pays no attention to other.
Interrupts, speaks to another person or
performs other tasks while other is

-speaking; remains silent; makes no response
when response seems appropriate; leaves the
scene while other is speaking.

II A CONJUNCTIVF, RESPONSE Responds relevantlyto immediately preceding ,/
(CONTENT) communication of other. Responds directly

and on same subject as other. Provides
unevasive answers to questions or expresses
clear intent not to answer question ("I
don't want to answer that.")

II ,B CONJUNCTIVE RESPONSE
,(EMOTION)

Comments relevantly about other's feelings;
expresses own inferences about other's
emotional state ( "You, sound angry to me.");
clarifies other's feelings, expressed or
inferred. Acknowledges other's emotions
without evaluation of them.

`DISJUNCTIVE RESPONSE' Makes comment or interjection that-is

irrelevant to either the content of the
preceding speaker's communication or his
emotional state. Shifts to another topic
without warning or explanation fo? shift.
Other special cases to score in this
grouping:
1. Interrupts other.
2. Returns to own earlier theme, disre-

garding intervening interaction.
3. Responds tangentially by reacting to

an incidental cue in. other's communi-
cation, but missing mein point.

4. Answers questions evasively or
. defensively.
5. Verbally denies other's expressed

emotion, ("You don't really feel that
way's")

6. Negatively evaluates other's feelings
by implying he ought not to feel as
he does.

38



LEVEL SHORT TITLE

III AFFILIATIVE RESPONSE

Cr

DESCRIPTION

Discloses self to other in all of the
following ways:
1. Speaks in complete and unfragmented

sentences. Referents are obvious;
words ancAexpressions are used in
commonly accepted ways, utterances are
free of cliches and excessive verbage,
including unnecessary qualifiers and
repetitive speech automisms (such as
"you know").

2. Expresses his own feelings freely and
takes responsibility for them. Uses
first person whenever appropriate in
preference to the impersonal "one" or
"you" or the generalited

3. Verbal mesease seems to agree with
nonverbal modes: facial expression,
body tone and gesture, tone of voice,
and dress.

III DISAFFILIATIVE RESPONSE Conceals self or denies responsibility for

his own communication in any of the
following ways:

. Communication is obscure and hard to
follow; sentences are fragmented,
incomplete, rambling; speech is over-
loaded with automisms, overqualifications,
retracings, rephrasings, and false starts.
Referents are uncertain; words or

:'expressions have multiple meanings or
seem to have meanings peculiar to the
speaker.

2. Speaker avoids expressing an emotion,
even in response to a direct question,
or denies own emotion. Avoids personal
construction substituting "one," "you, "-
or a/ collective °me when "I" seems
more appropriate.

3. Verbal message does not seem consistent
with nonverbal modes of voice tone,
facial expression, body tone and'
gesture, or dress. ,Shows affect that
is inappropriate content.
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LEVE, I

Summary of Scoring Procedures

LEVEL n A YES

LEVEL II B

LEVEL III

Does the response

acknowledge the

other's'existence?

37.

NO

( + )

V

YES I (+)

Js the response

donjunctive with the

content of other's

com=ication?

(0)

ti

Does the response

acknowledge the

other's feeling8?

YES

N (0)

NO (0)

Does the response

acknowledge the

other's feelings?

(+)
Is the response clear,

congruent and expressive

of speakers own'feelings?

11t
YES (+)

NO

NO

(0)

(0)

(+)

4

END

SCORING



Unit
No

Member
No

Sample Scoring Sheet

LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III

Confirming

(+)

Aware

Disconfirming,

(0)

Impervious,

ConfirminkDisconfirming

Conjuntive

(+) (+)
Con- Emo-
tent tion

(0)

Disjunctive

Confirming Disconfirming

(+)

Affilia-
tive

(0)

Disaffilia-
tive

(+1,$)
Total
Score

1

2

.3

--

5

, 6

7

8

9

AIL

Os.

10

11

12
NM,

13

14

15

16

17

18

20
G

0
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APPENDIX?)

PaCEIVED CONFIRMATION SCALE

INSTRUCTIONS: Circle the number on each scale that most accurately reflects
your attitude toward the associated statement as it relates
to your partner.

1. He/she is aware of me.

7 .6 2 1
Agree_ Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
very strongly strongly very
strongly strongly

2. He/she isn't at all interested in what I say.

7 6 5 3 2 1
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
very. Pstrongly strongly very
strongly strongly

3. He/she accepts me.

Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
-.very strongly strongly very

strongly
strongly

4. He/she has no respect for me at all.

7 6 5 3 2 1
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree.
very Strongly strongly very
strongly

strongly, .

5. He /she dislikes me.

7. 6 5 3 2 1
Agree Agree ' Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
very strongly strongly very
strongly

strongly

6. He/she trusts me.

7 6 5
-.,A 3 2 1 <-

Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
very strongly

,. strongly very
strongly

strongly

NAME
''From Sieburg, 1973.
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